Focused Crawler" is designed to visit a part of the web to collect documents that are related to only a particular topic. The objective of focused crawler is to identify good links that lead to target required documents, and to avoid branches that don't lead to the required topic. There is a number of motivations for designing focused crawler such as: fetching relevant data from the web with simplified data indexing, personalizing the human-computer interaction, making the system adaptive with each user, needing for a tool to change the searching strategy, keeping the freshness of the web pages and filtering the links to keep track focusing on the user's preference. In this paper, we will explain two methods to retrieve web pages by using traditional crawler and proposed focused crawler. We make several experiments and it shows that proposed focused crawler is more efficient than traditional crawler in retrieving the desired web pages.
Introduction
"General web crawler" (also called Universal Crawlers) starts with one or more URLs of the first page, gets the first page's URL list; while crawling the web page, the web crawler extracts new URLs from the current page, and puts them into the queue of URLs waiting to be fetched until it meets the system's stop condition. A General crawler follows every links it finds, resulting in the download of many irrelevant and duplicated pages [1] [2] .
General web crawler sometimes is unsuitable to crawl the web efficiently (like crawling through web forums) for numerous reasons as follows [3] :
1. It loses useful pages because the crawling done without understanding the relevance in meaning of the crawled pages. 2. It may crawl redundant pages or useless pages.
Focused crawler aims to collect data which fit specific requirement, therefore the developing of such crawler is important issue. The reason is always there is a need for retrieving relevant pages with high quality that can be managed, maintained, updated and retrieved easily by using efficient mechanisms [4] .
In other words, Focused web crawler is used for retrieving subset of web to gather web pages that are relevant to a specific topic and the irrelevant web page will be skipped to reach the links of desired pages. Thus focused crawling can be used to generate data for an individual user. Focused crawling is a necessary concept for IR to collect documents of one domain [5] [6] [7] .
By comparing with general crawling, focused crawling permits access to special data and precludes some problems like computational and financial bottlenecks resulted from full web crawling [8] .
A focused crawler characterized by using a ranking function to determine which outgoing link will be traversed next with considering that it only crawls relevant pages. Focused crawler is maintaining reasonable dimensions of the index. The concentration focused crawler in reducing the crawl boundary is attractive because "a recognition that covers a single galaxy can be more realistic and useful than trying to cover the entire universe" [9] [10] .
Crawler systems used as tools for focused crawling, for shopping systems implementation and for supporting services like added-value services on the Internet (portals, personalized and mobile services, etc.) [11] .
The work on focused crawling assumes two properties [12] [13]: A focused crawling algorithm starts with loading a page and extracting the links, by estimating relevance of the pages according to links and based on keywords. The links will be crawled one after the other and increase the scope of its work with investigation of the content of the page. Three issues are important for focused crawling [6]:
1. Relevance estimation of crawled web page. 2. Determination of potential URLs that might be relevant pages. 3. Specifying the next link to crawl by ranking and ordering relevant pages.
There are three focusing techniques that could be used in preserving the focusing of the crawler [14]:
1. Link structure analysis: is depend on the hypothesis that two similar pages may be pointed by the same page, or they are links in the content of same document which means there is similarity between them. 2. Content analysis: is looking at the word similarity between documents. This is based on the hypothesis that two documents related to the same topic will use the same words. 3. Hybrid approaches which mixes the two types. This lead to the concept of a distance metric.
One of techniques of Focused crawlers is to use old crawled pages to discover the relevance of new pages. It depends on efficient modeling to understand the context. Another approach is the integration of genetic algorithm with another artificial intelligence technique which is the ant algorithms to enhance focused crawler performance. This achieved by the optimization of genetic operators like selection, mutation and crossover [15] [16] .
The efficiency of focused crawling can be measured by finding the ratio between the relevant web pages and the total number of web pages that retrieved by the focused crawler. If the result is high, it means that the crawler is efficient and it reached to desired web pages that are more than irrelevant web pages during the crawling process [17] .
Most approaches that manipulate Focused Crawling have the following disadvantages [18] :
 Crawler skips the non-target pages because it is specialized to specific domain. These pages might be limited in increasing the ability of generalization.  If the seeds of crawling are not closely related, the focused crawler will not work properly.  Focused the capability to reach the target pages.
Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the performance of IR system, there are two metrics: precision and recall. They are considered as most frequent and basic measures for evaluating the effectiveness of IR systems [19] .
Precision (P) is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant as the following equation [ 
Related Works
Li et al. [4] suggested a proposal called "an Enhanced-Form Focused Crawler (E-FFC)" for a particular domain of Web Databases (WDBs). This crawler dealt with restrictions to perform efficient retrieval with good coverage rate. Experiments of the E-FFC conducted on several pages of different domains and certified that it performed better than other focused crawlers of specific domain of deep web form in terms of the crawling robustness, rates of harvesting and coverage.
Zunino et al. [20] suggested a strategy to design focused crawler used for multiple usages such as searching, monitoring, and Open Source Intelligence (OSINT). The objective of this crawler was to be suitable with the requirements of intelligent analysts. It had specific flexibility according to the required aspects and crawling method. Moreover, it can learn and adapt with the analyst's need. The method implementation was depending on combined environment semantic networks, ontologies and text mining. Experiments demonstrated that adaptive mechanism was effective.
Gouriten et al. [21] presented adaptive systems for focused crawling. It suggested focused crawling method applicable to different situations. It proposed an algorithm, which allowed the system to be able to identify relevant subsystems optimization. Although the information was available, it showed that there was difficulty in exploration. The experiments demonstrated efficient performance of greedy algorithm and the importance of adaptive estimation of the crawler frontier.
Gossen et al. [22] suggested combining the web and social media by using focused crawler that dealt with web retrieval of a topic such that the pages are relevant and updated. It used the stream of fresh social media content for controlling the crawler. The results showed that crawler made use of stream data of social media contents which are continuous and fresh to adapt its behavior automatically to get the most promising information source.
Implementation of the Proposed Crawlers Description of Robot.txt File
Robots.txt is a text file exists in the root of the hierarchy of any web page. It is created by the owners of the web pages to determine restrictions to prevent the web crawlers from accessing their web page either partly or entirely. These restrictions are like instructions with special format. Each crawler has to adhere with this file before retrieving anything. If this file is missing, web crawlers consider that the web page's owner permits crawling the page entirely. Algorithm (1) produces checking for a given URL to check if the crawler allowed to crawl it or not. Ethical crawlers retrieve the robot file robot: txt and specify which parts are disallowed for crawling. These parts prohibited either for reasons of privacy or the owner thinks that these parts are irrelevant to the crawler's need. The comments can be written after character (#).
There are two terms used in robot: txt file: User Agent which is a term describing the programs that allowed to visit the web page and Disallow statements which are used to specify the paths that are not allowed to visit. Examples of Robot.txt file are as the following:
Example (1):
This example informs all crawlers that they have right to retrieve all files because the wildcard (*) specify all crawlers:
User-agent: * Disallow:
The same result can be obtained with an empty or missing robots: txt file. 
Example (2):

Design of Traditional Crawler
This section describes the design of Traditional Crawler which is an important part in the General search engine (also called horizontal search engine). In the crawling process of the Links, there are two strategies in retrieving the links from the web page:  Depth-first crawling: retrieving the first link on the first page then extracting the links and follows the first link of the new page and so on until reaching the end of all the links and traversing them.  Breadth-first crawling: retrieving each link on the page before continuing with the links of the first page then follows all the links on the first page and so on until traversing all the links.
Traditional Crawler uses Breadth-first crawling manner and adheres with Robot protocol to know which links of web site are prohibited from crawling.
As described in algorithm (2), the crawler starts by initializing the list of URLs that will be crawled. Then by retrieving URL from the list, it begins the crawling process which includes: fetching the web page, parsing its contents, extracting the URLs from the web page, adding the links to the list of URL that will be crawled and it continues until the stop condition becomes true. The stopping condition depends on exhaustion all the links. Fig.(1) shows the steps of Traditional Crawler in Flowchart.
Algorithm
(2 
The Proposed Focused Crawler
This section explains the design of the Proposed Focused Crawler which can be used in Vertical search engines. The proposed crawler depends on set of keywords that represent a description for the desired domain to crawl in it. Algorithm (3) describes the general steps of Proposed Focused Crawler. It includes calling of three algorithms (Check URL, Check Robot, Focused Crawling Process) as shown later. At the end of crawling process, the crawler will get a list of URLs that meet the required domain. Fig.(2) describes the flowchart of the proposed Focused Crawler. Fig.(1) : Flowchart of Traditional Crawler.
Algorithm (3) Focused Crawler algorithm INPUT: Seed URL Seed URL, list of keywords kewords and Maximum URL
Fig.(2): Flowchart of Proposed Focused
Crawler.
At the beginning, Proposed Focused Crawler needs to check the validation of URL of seed document as in algorithm (4) and also it needs to check the Robot file to check if URL is allowed to crawl or not as in algorithm (1) . In each iteration, the crawler performs the following operations:
Algorithm (4) Check
1. Get a Link from the list To Crawl List, call it Current URL and remove this link from the list To Crawl List. 2. Check the robot.txt file of the Current URL, if it is allowed to be crawled then it will continue in crawling. If it is prohibited from crawling, the crawler will get another URL.
Add the Current URL to the list Crawled
List. 4. Open a Connection to the page of Current URL and save its contents. 5. Extract the links of the page contents. 6 . Check the contents of the page, if it is related to desired domain then the link will added to Matched List.
Crawling Process algorithm uses two algorithms:
1. Check Robot File (Algorithm (1)) to verify that the crawler is not in Disallowed list of the page. 2. Link Extraction (Algorithm (6)) to extract links from web page contents.
To extract the links from the content of the crawled page, the Proposed Focused Crawler uses Link Extraction algorithm (6) . This algorithm takes the contents of the page and the list of crawled URLs as input and produces a list of links (Links Of URL). At the beginning, the algorithm creates a pattern to check the links with this pattern. The algorithm performs several steps as the following:
Pattern Creation: the pattern is a general description of a regular expression that can be used to find a matching of sequence of characters in the page contents with the specified pattern. The pattern contains set of normal characters, wild characters and quantifiers.
The character. Page anchors that permit links to be made to a specific part of a page.  Skipping mailing links which are used for specifying an e-mail link in a web page.  Ignoring Java Script links, which are adding interactivity to the page.  Convert the form of the link to fully qualified form. There are three forms of the links:
1. Fully Qualified Form as the following URL: (https://www.java.com/en/about/). 2. Absolute Form: the URL omitting the "host" portion with the slash (/) exist at the start of the form. The slash denotes that the URL is "absolute". Absolute URL is as: (/en/about/). 3. Relative Form: URL omitting the "host" portion of the URL and without leading slash. So the URL is considered to be a "relative". Relative, in the realm of URLs, means that the address of URL is relative to the URL on which the link is found in it, as: (en/about/).  Remove the sequence (www) from the link.  Ignore the links that exist in Crawled List to prevent crawler from re-downloading.
If the links passed all the steps of testing, the link is valid and it will be added to the list Links Of URL. The algorithm will stop after extracting all the links. This algorithm used during crawling process and it increases the quality of crawling. 
Algorithm (6) Links Extraction
Experimental Results
This section is dedicated to study the performance of the proposed crawlers. To validate the effectiveness of this method, standard recall and precision metrics will be used for comparing proposed Focused crawler with Traditional crawler. The Experiments conducted to test the proposed methods; they are six experiments with the same query. The queries are about the sorting algorithms.
Tables ((1) and (2)) show the results of evaluation of Traditional and Proposed Focused respectively. Several notes can be concluded from the following tables:
 The Traditional Crawler gives recall higher than Proposed Focused Crawler because it retrieves more web pages and it didn't deal with the relevancy to the required domain.  The Proposed Focused Crawler gives precision higher than Traditional Crawler because it retrieves more relevant pages. It ignores the pages that are unrelated to the given domain.  The recall value for each query is higher than precision value in the Traditional crawler results.  The precision value of each query is higher than recall value in the Focused crawler results. 
Conclusions
From this research, several remarks were noticed and concluded. The most important ones are: Proposed Focused Crawler increases the performance of crawling, since it produces related web pages to the information need, this method makes visiting the links not random process but depending on the relevancy between domain and page contents and Focused crawling is useful in keeping the retrieved web pages fresh and updated.
